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The workshop was organized by M. Dellnitz (Paderborn, Germany), W. Kliemann

(Ames, USA), E. Kreuzer (Hamburg, Germany), and S. Namahhivaya (Urbana, USA).

The meeting attrated 40 sientists from seven ountries.

Dynami systems over a wide spetrum of topis ranging from deterministi nonlinear

systems to ompletely random systems. The last three deades have seen muh progress on

the mathematial methods dealing with both nonlinear dynamis and stohasti systems.

Chaoti behaviour of nonlinear dynami systems and stohasti systems have ommon fea-

tures. The dynamis of suh systems is hard to predit and to haraterize by means of

single trajetories. Therefore, one rather onsiders the evolution of sets instead of traje-

tories. Charaterization of these systems is based on invariant densities, global measures,

and other performane harateristis. Many powerful numerial methods have been de-

veloped in reent years in order to ompute these measures. The progress has been in

the foundation of eÆient omputational algorithms and visualization. Engineering ap-

pliations in solid and struture mehanis as well as uid mehanis and uid struture

interation problems have shown the need of eÆient tools in order to analyze and predit

the dynamis of suh systems.

This meeting had the aim of allowing researhers from applied mathematis and (me-

hanial) engineering ative in the area to exhange ideas and to report on reent advanes.

The sienti� program, onsistent with the general approah advoated by Oberwolfah,

was omposed of 23 letures organized in seven sessions. In addition, two after-dinner

disussion sessions on Almost Invariant Sets and Numeris were organized. The topis in

these disussion sessions were introdued by three short letures eah. The disussion ses-

sions provided many hanes to share and disuss ideas with the entire onferene without

using up a leture slot. A number of opportunities in this regard would have been missed

had there been only unstrutured disussion time.

The seletion of partiipants was reeted by the broad spetrum of topis overed by

the workshop. A disussion organized after the �nal session of the workshop proved that

the meeting has served the purpose intended and both, mathematiians and engineers,

gained muh from eah other.

The organizers and all partiipants of the workshop want to thank the Oberwolfah

Institute for providing a stimulating atmosphere for disussion and the exhange of ideas.

The sta� of the institute made the stay pleasant and memorable.
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Abstrats

Robotis and Autonomous Mahines: Dynami Planning, Optimization, and

Control

Sunil Agrawal

During planning and ontrol of autonomous mahines and proesses, an important issue

is to attain desired end onditions in the presene of onstraints, while optimizing given

ost riteria. This issue is important in diverse disiplines inluding robotis, proess

ontrol, aeronautis & astronautis. The talk desribes an approah where the underlying

struture of dynami systems is used expliity to solve the problem in an eÆient manner.

This approah applies to linear and nonlinear systems whih are 'feedbak linearizable' or

are 'di�erentially at'. The talk will present the teory and experiments on laboratory test-

beds using this approah. This approah is being applied to behaviors groups of unmanned

ground and aerial vehiles and other robot designs inluding novel designs of vehiles with

expanding wheels and able suspended ranes.

Stohasti Bifuration in Hereditary Systems

S.T. Ariaratnam

Many physial and physiologial systems with memory-dependent properties are governed

by integro-di�erential equations of the form
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nonlinear vetor funtion of its argument with f(0) = 0. Suppose that as � is varied,

the response x(t) undergoes a bifuration from the trivial solution x = 0 to a nontrivial

solution at some value of �. If the parameter �, instead of being onstant, is subjet

to utuations of the form �

t

= � + �

t

, where �

t

is a zero-mean stationary stohasti

proess, it is of interest to investigate how the bifuration is a�eted by these utuations.

In this talk, some onepts of stohasti bifuration are illustrated through an example

from mehanis, viz. the dynamis of axially loaded viso-elasti uniform olumns and

thin retangular plates in ylindrial tending when the axial load undergoes stohasti

utuation. Using a single mode approximation and the Bubnov-Galerkin method, the

amplitude of the motion is governed by a stohasti integro-di�erential equation of the

form
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where R(t) is the visoelasti relaxation funtion and �, �, , � are onstants. For small

intensity of the exitation and for material with a large relaxation time, expressions for

the Lyapunov exponents and the momnet Lyapunov exponent are obtained using the av-

eraging method for integro-di�erential equations. These are employed to determine the

ritial values for the damping parameter � at whih dynamial (or D-) bifuration and

phenomenologial (or P-) bifuration our. The P-bifuration ondition is also veri�ed by

approximately evaluating the probabilty density of the nontrivial stationary response and

examining its qualitative hange in shape.
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Dynamis of milling proesses

Bala Balahandran

In this talk, development of a uni�ed mehanis model, whih aounts for time delay

e�ets and loss of ontat e�ets, for milling operations varying from partial immersion

operations to slotting operations will be desribed and numerial results obtained by using

this model will be disussed. Loss of stabilty of periodi motions is examined and numerial

preditions of stable and unstable utting are ompared with experimental observations.

Bifurations experiened by periodi motions of the onsidered workpiee-tool system with

respet to quasi-stati variation of parameters suh as the axial depth of ut are examined.

Sensitivity of system dynamis to di�erent parameters is also disussed.

Lyapunov exponents, stability, and invariant measures for the stohasti

DuÆng-van der Pol equation

Peter H. Baxendale

Let � denote the almost sure Lyapunov exponent obtained by linearizing the stohasti

DuÆng-van der Pol equation

�x = �x + � _x� ax3� bx2 _x + �x

_

W
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at the origin x = _x = 0 in phase spae. If � > 0 then the proess f(x
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positive reurrent on R
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let

e

� denote the almost sure Lyapunov exponent obtained by linearizing the same equation

along a typial stationary trajetory in R

2

n f(0; 0)g. The sign of

e

� is important for

stability properties of the two point motion assoiated with the original equation. It also

determines whether or not the random statistial equilibrium measure assoiated with �

is almost surely a single point mass.

It is fairly easy to alulate � numerially (and in the ase � < 0 there is an exat formula

due to Imkeller and Lederer). However the alulation of

e

� is muh harder; the irle S

1

used in the alulation of � must now be replaed by the non-ompat 3-dimensional spae

(R

2

nf(0; 0)g)�S
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. In this talk we present reent results on the asymptotis of

e

� as "! 0

for small frition � ! "2� and small noise � ! "�. The alulations depend signi�antly

on the relative sizes of the two oeÆients a and b in the ubi restoring term ax3 and the

ubi dissipation term bx2 _x. These methods show that both ases

e

� > 0 and

e

� < 0 are

possible for the original system.

Freezing waves and spirals in reation di�usion systems

Wolf-J

�

urgen Beyn

The longtime behaviour of reation di�usion systems

u

t

= �u+ f(u) x 2 
 � R

d

; t � 0; u(x; t) 2 R

n

on an unbounded domain 
 may di�er signi�antly from that on a bounded domain. For

example, a travelling wave will persist on the in�nite line while it will usually die out on any

�nite domain when it reahes the boundary. In this talk we present a method for freezing

suh solutions in a �nite domain. By introduing extra Lagrange parameters and phase

onditions for the frozen solution we set up a di�erential algebrai PDE that may be used

for time integration as well as for the bifuration analysis of ertain patterns. Moreover,

suh systems suggest an eÆient way of onstruting time-dependent asymptoti boundary
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onditions on the �nite domain. We show how the method generalizes to in�nite dimen-

sional dynamial systems that are equivariant under the ation of a Lie group. Advantages

and disadvantages of suh an approah are disussed for the ase when one tries to prevent

a plane spiral from rotating.

Some Ideas on Almost Invariant Sets for Systems with Bounded Noise

Fritz Colonius

Using the well known relations between Markov di�usion proesses and ontrol systems, a

onept for almost invariane is proposed and disussed. It is based on the loss of invariane

for ontrol sets under inreasing ontrol ranges.

Noise-assisted high gain stabilization: Almost surley or in seond mean

Hans Crauel

(joint work with I. Matsikis & S. Townley)

We onsider a ontrol system with multipliative noise

dx = Axdt+Budt+ �A
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B > 0, we show a partiular

ase with n = 2, where the Lyapunov exponent � = �
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and the square mean growth rate onverges to a

22

+
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2

for k !1 (where a

22

is the right

bottom entry of the drift matrix A). Thus noise inreases almost sure stabilizability, but

worsens square mean stabilizability by high gain in this ase.

Stohasti Osillations and Intermitteny in Populations Dynamis

Mihael Dimentberg

Classial Lotka-Volterra (L-V) model desribes periodi osillations in populations sizes

of two interating speies of predator-prey type. This model is onservative, thus an-

not withstand environmental random variations. Thus, a generalized model is onsidered

whih aounts for interspeies ompetition and white-noise variations of the preys' re-

prodution fator. An exat solution to the Fokker-Plank eqution is obtained, indiating

both population sizes to be stationary gamma-distributed proesses. Inreasing intensity

of external variations may lead to intermitteny, with violent short outbreaks in one or

both populations and very low level of response for most of the time. The intermitteny

in predators is espeially pronouned in the viinity of bifuration point orresponding to

predators' extintion. Analytial desription is developed for intermittent proesses using

theory of exursion of random funtions.
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Analysis of subharmoni motion of a oating rane

Katrin Ellermann

Subharmoni motion of a periodially exited moored oating rane has been observed

in experiments as well as in numerial investigations. Knowledge about the operating

onditions whih lead to subharmoni motion and oexisting attrators is important for

the safe operation of the system.

The model of a oating rane takes into aount two rigid bodies and the harateristis

of the mooring lines represented by a third order polynomial. The desription of the uid-

struture-interation is based on potential theory. The radiation fores are desribed in

two di�erent ways: As a simple approximation the addes masses and dampings derived

from the radiation potentials are diretly used in the equations of motion. As a seond

approah the radiation fores are desribed by an integral formulation as proposed by

Cummins in 1962. Two di�erent tehniques are applied in the analysis of the system: The

multiple-sales method allows for the investigation of the osillating system in frequeny

domain and yields an analytial approximation. Seondly, bifuration analysis reveals the

dependene of periodi motion on di�erent parameters numerially. The algorithm extends

path following tehniques to also approximate impliit surfaes.

Statistially Optimal Almost-Invariant Sets

Gary Froyland

Chaoti dynamial systems are often topologially transitive, although this transitivity is

sometimes very weak. It is of interest to divide the phase spae into large regions, between

whih there is relatively little ommuniation of trajetories. Fast, simple algorithms are

presented to �nd suh divisions. We fous on a statistial desription of transitivity that

takes into aount the fat that trajetories tend to visit di�erent regions of phase spae

with di�erent frequenies. We will take advantage of theoretial properties of reversible

Markov hains. A new adaptive algorithm, with a onvergene result, is put forward to

eÆiently deal with situations where the boundaries of the weakly ommuniating regions

are ompliated.

Long time numeris for ontrolled and perturbed systems

Lars Gr

�

une

We onsider the problem of numerial approximation of the long time behavior for on-

trolled and perturbed systems. Based on ideas from nonlinear ontrol theory we develop

a suitable onept for measuring the inuene of (deterministi) perturbations on asymp-

toti stability, alled input{to{state dynamial stability (ISDS). Using this ISDS{onept

we derive neessary and suÆient onditions for the onvergene of numerially asymptoti-

ally stable sets to asymptotially stable sets for the approximated system, and we analyze

and onstrut algorithms for the numerial omputation of domains of attration. Finally,

we present some �rst results about how these tehniques an be extended to stohasti

systems.
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Stohasti Resonane

Peter Imkeller

We provide a mathematial underpinning of the physially widely known phenomenon

of stohasti resonane, i.e. the optimal noise-indued inrease of a dynamial system's

sensitivity and ability to amplify small periodi signals. The e�et was �rst disovered

in energy-balane models designed for a qualitative understanding of global glaial yles.

More reently, stohasti resonane has been redisovered in more subtle and realisti

simulations interpreting paleolimati data: the Dansgaard-Oeshger and Heinrih events.

The underlying mathematial model is a di�usion in a periodially hanging potential

landsape with large foring period. We study 'optimal tuning of the di�usion trajetories

with the deterministi input foring by means of the spetral power ampli�ation measure.

Our results ontain a surprise: due to small utuations in the potential valley bottoms the

di�usion | ontrary to physial folklore | does not show tuning patterns orresponding

to ontinuous time Markov hains whih desribe the redued motion on the metastable

states. This disrepany an only be avoided for more robust notions of tuning, e.g. spetral

ampli�ation after elimination of the small utuations.

A set oriented approah to optimal ontrol

Oliver Junge

(joint work with Hinke Osinga)

We develop a set oriented method for approximating the optimal value funtion and ap-

proximate optimal trajetories of time disrete optimal ontrol problems.

The idea of the method is to employ a set oriented approah in order to expliitly

onstrut a weighted direted graph that is a �nite state model of the original ontinuous

spae ontrol system. On this graph, standard graph theoreti methods for omputing (all

soure, single destination) shortest paths an be applied in order to ompute the desired

objets. We show that the approximate optimal value funtion onverges pointwise to the

true one as the disretization parameter goes to zero.

As an example we approximate the optimal value funtion and optimal trajetories for

a single resp. a double ontrolled inverted pendulum.

An Averaging Priniple Revisited: An Asymptoti Expansion Approah

Rafail Khasminskii

We onsider a di�usion proess with fast and slow omponents. It is known that under

suitable assumptions the slow omponent an be approximated (in distribution) by the

di�usion proess with averaged in some sense harateristis. We onstrut and justify

an asymptoti for the solution of suitable Kolmogorov bakward equation. Some new

probabilisti results an be obtained an be obtained using the expansion. It is the joint

work with G. Yin.
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Higher order Taylor shemes for nonlinear aÆne ontrol systems

Peter Kloeden

It was explained how the Platen-Wager formalism for Taylor shemes for stohasti di�eren-

tial equations ould be adapted to give Taylor shemes for arbitrary order for deterministi

nonlinear aÆne ontrol system, ie. of the form

dx

dt

= f(t; x) + g(t; x)u(t) with measurable

ontrols u(t) taking values in a ompat set U .

Risk-Sensitive Criteria for Stohasti Osillations

Agnessa Kovalova

The theory of risk-sensitive ontrol investigates the manner in whih modi�ations of the

ost struture a�ets the assoiated optimal poliies. In stohasti ontrol, the well known

Linear-Quadrati-Gaussian (LQG) problem is a notable instane. The LQG problem leads

to a linear feedbak ontrol poliy that is insensitive to additive white-noise input distur-

banes. It has been proposed to onsider instead a Linear Exponential Quadrati Gauss-

ian (LEQG) problem, for whih the linear feedbak optimal ontrol beomes sensitive to

noise intensity. The reent trend of researh applies the large deviations approah to risk-

sensitive ontrol problems. In this approah, nonlinear models with small noise are studied.

It has been proposed to transform the traditional ontrol riteria into the exponential form.

This transformation shifts the attention toward paths with rare but large deviations from

the unperturbed state. In the paper, we extend risk sensitive ontrol theory to typial

nonlinear osillatory systems with random perturbations. The ontrol task is to ounter-

at large deviations from a presribed mode of bounded osillations. The paper develops

an asymptoti proedure for approximate solution of a relevant HJB equation. It is shown

that the averaged HJB equation is redued to a �rst order PDE with oeÆients dependent

on the noise intensity in the leading order term, though this intensity tends to zero in the

original system. The leading order nearly optimal ontrol is onstruted as a nonlinear

stationary feedbak with parameters dependent on the noise intensity.

A numerial sheme for stohasti PDEs with Gevrey regularity

Gabriel Lord

We onsider strong approximations to paraboli stohasti PDEs with additive noise. We

take this noise to be in a Gevrey spae of analyti funtions (the smallest spae in whih

the deterministi part of the PDE is known to have solutions) and to be white noise in

time. We introdue in a simple way Gevrey regularity and show that our numerial sheme

has solutions in a disrete equivalent of the Gevrey spae. This an then be exploited to

improve the standard strong error estimate.

We present numerial results for stohasti PDEs with Ginzburg-Landau and FitzHugh-

Nagumo type nonlinearities in 1 and 2 dimensions. We ompare the sheme to a more

standard numerial sheme and show the e�et of taking both smooth (Gevrey) and non-

smooth noise on traveling fronts and spirals.
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On time disretizations of rate{independent hysteresis models

Alexander Mielke

(joint work with Florian Theil)

Motivated by the sliding under dry frition of a glass on a roking tray and by appliations

of hysteresis e�ets in inelasti material behavior (e.g. elastoplastiity, shape memory al-

loys, ferro-magentism and superondutivity) we onsider the following abstrat energeti

model. Given is an energy-storage funtional I(t; �) : z 2 Z � X ! [0;1℄ and a dissipa-

tion norm � on the Banah spae X. The solutions are desribed by imposing a stability

ondition (S) and an energy inequality (E):

(S) I(t; z(t)) � I(t; a) + �(a�z(t)) for all a 2 Z,

(E) I(t
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This energeti formulation replaes the stronger formulations using variational inequal-

ities or ow rules. Its importane arises from the fat that (S) & (E) do not involve

derivatives of I(t; �), � and the seeked solution z. In partiular, solutions z : [0; T ℄ ! X

may be disontinuous.

The most natural time{disretization is obtained by solving the time{inremental mini-

mization problem
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whih provides natural disretized versions of (S) & (E), and hene a{priori estimates.

We disuss onditions on I, Z and � whih guarantee the onvergene of this time dis-

retization. By the Banah spae version of Helly's seletion priniple we obtain pointwise

onvergene in X of a subsequene to a solution z 2 BV([0; T ℄; X), if we assume that the

sublevels f (t; z) j I(t; z) �M g are ompat. Uniform strong onvergene an be obtained

under the assumption of uniform onvexity of I(t; �), Z being the full Banah spae and

tehnial smoothness onditions: kz
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.

The PI-Observer for Estimating Nonlinear Charateristis in Nonlinear

Dynamial Systems

Peter C. M

�

uller

Dynamial systems are often inuened by troublesome e�ets suh Coulomb frition, hys-

teresis or baklash. An extended Luensberger observer, i.e. the PI-observer, is able to

estimate the states of the dynamial systems and the nonlinear e�ets as well. Some suÆ-

ient riteria for the asymptoti stability of the estimation errors are given. Additionally,

some appliations are shown in the �elds of fault detetion of raks in turbo rotors and

of high aurate position ontrol of robots. In the latter ase the disturbane rejetion

ontrol method is applied to ounterat the nonlinearities by the estimated signals.
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Numerial studies of a stohasti model for ship motion

Gunter Ohs

We model the roll model of ship as a nonlinear osillator with one degree of freedom

and a stohasti foring term. In this model apsizing means the rossing of a potential

wall. We are interested in regions of stability (where no apsizing ours), loal attrators,

bifurations, and invariant measures. In this talk we disuss two examples. First we show

numerially, that a bifuration senario, whih shows up in a system with purely periodi

foring, is destroyed by adding small random noise. Furthermore, we show numerial

approximations alulated by set-oriented methods of an invariant random set of a system

with additive white noise.

Inuene of turbulene on the uidelasti instability of tube bundles and

prismati bodies

Karl Popp

Di�erent mehanisms are known that exite vibrations in heat exhanger tube bundles,

the most dangerous one results in the uidelasti instability. The orresponding large am-

plitudes an ause short term failures. The leture presents experimental and theoretial

investigations of the inuene of turbulene on the stability behaviour of tube bundles and

prismati single bodies in ross ow. In wind tunnel experiments a surprising stabilizing

e�et of stohasti ow veloity perturbations generated by turbulene grids was found

for tube bundles. For a better understanding of the stabilization some numerial inves-

tigations on the stabilitz behaviour have been performed on the basis of a simple wavy

wall hannel model. The numerial results are in good agreement with the experimental

ones. Furthermore, ongoing researh on the stabilty behaviour of a single prismati body

has been reported. Here, still disrepanies exist between wind tunnel experiments and

numerial simulations based on a quasi stati theory.

Stohasti Phenomena of Railway Vehiles

Werner Shiehlen

Travelling at higher speeds leads to strutural vibrations requiring an analysis of the middle

and higher frequeny vibrations. The eigenbehaviour of a railway bogie with exible frame,

rigid wheelsets and a rigid ar-body is analyzed using the method of of elasti multibody

systems. The exitation of strutural vibrations is restrited to trak irregularities. Real-

izations of trak irregularities in spae and time domain are obtained from power spetral

densities published in literature and ompared to measurement data. Fored vibrations

resulting in stress and fatigue of of the bogie frame are investigated by simulations. A

quasi-stati stress distribution is shown, regions of high stress onentrations are notied.

Invariant/inertial manifolds for in�nite dimensional random dynamial

systems

Bj

�

orn Shmalfu�

We onsider a paraboli di�erential equation with random oeÆients. Under partiular

assumptions we an formulate a random graph transform. This transform de�nes a 'lifted'

random dynamial system. Random �xed points of this system are the graphs of invariant

manifolds. Appliations to systems with fast and slow variables are disussed.
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Extrating Marosopi Stohasti Dynamis of Biomoleules

Christof Sh

�

utte

The funtion of many important biomoleules omes from their dynami properties and

their ability to make statistially rare swithes between di�erent onformations. Reent

investigations demonstrated that (a) these onformations an be understood as metastable

or almost invariant sets of ertain Markov hains related with the dynamial behavior of

the moleular system and that (b) these sets an eÆiently be omputed via the dominant

eigenvetors of an appropriately de�ned transfer operator. Hene, one an reformulate

the e�etive dynamial behavior: in a ertain sense it just is a simple low-dimensional

�nite state spae Markov hain that desribes stohasti hops between the metastable

onformation sets of the system. This Markov hain an expliitly be derived even for

\real" biomoleules like peptides and RNA systems by means of novel algorithmi teh-

niques.

Calulation of Inertial Manifolds for uid onveying tubes

Alois Steindl

In order to redue the dimension of the disretized PDEs governing the motion of a planar

uid onveying tube di�erent inertial manifold approximations and basis funtions for the

dominating modes are investigated. Due to internal material damping approximately half

of the spetrum aumulates at a �nite value leading to a large number of modes, whih

have to be inluded in the dominant set.

Appliations of Nonlinear Dynami Systems Theory in Engineering

J

�

org Wallashek

First the problem of brake squeal is adressed. Basi modelling assumptions are disussed

and it is pointed out that many engineering disiplines are involved in the study of brake

nose generation. The present state of knowledge is haraterized by a sound unterstanding

of the basi priniples of noise exitation, like e.g. stik-slip, negative slope of the frition

oeÆient, mode-oupling and binary utter. It is however very diÆult to identify the

ontribution of di�erent parameters, like e.g. ontat sti�ness, strutural damping and

frition fore generation, within these models. Some new results on the importane of the

Third Body Frition Layer and its modelling are given.

The seond part of the ontribution is dediated to the appliation of set-oriented meth-

ods to the study of railway dynamis. The "Railab"-system of the University of Pader-

born is hosen as an example and it is shown, how limit yles, observation and absorption

probabilities an be omputed using the GAIO-software. The bene�t of the set-oriented

methods in omparison to modal analysis, quasi-linearization and bifuration analysis is

disussed. Limits of the method resulting from high omputational load are disussed and

the evaluation of a 7 DOF nonlinear system under random disturbanes (trak irregularity)

shows that medium-sized problems in engineering an already be studied using set-oriented

methods.
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Nonlinear Stohasti Road-Vehile Systems

Walter Wedig

The paper investigates road-vehile systems by resonane diagrams as shown below. In

the �rst �gure, the root mean square �

y

of the vertial ar vibrations related to the ex-

itation variane �

z

= �=

p

2
 are plotted versus � = v
=!

1

of the ar speed v times

the orner way frequeny 
 of the stohasti road exitation related to the natural fre-

queny !

1

of the vehile. In the linear ase, the road surfae Z

s

is modeled in the way

domain by the Itô equation dZ

s

= �
Z

s

ds+ �dW

s

. Herein, s denotes the way oordinate

and � is the intensity of the Wiener inrements dW

s

with the normalized mean square

E(dW

2

s

) = ds. Aordingly, the transformation into the time domain is performed by

ds = vdt and dW

s

=

p

vdW

t

. Applied to quarter ar models with one degree of freedom

and a visous damper D, the results obtained for the above low-pass exitation Z

t

are

ompared with those of base exitations by harmoni wave roads Z os 
s. Both are noted

below. The paper extends these investigations to higher order vehile systems and to non-

linear exitation models whih are non-normal and bounded in the amplitude range.

�

y

�

z

=

s

2D + (1 + 4D

2

)�

2D[1 + (� + 2D)�℄

;

Y

Z

=

s

1 + (2D�)

2

(1� �

2

)

2

+ (2D�)

2

:
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5
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Stabilizing the double osillator by mean zero noise

Volker Wihstutz

By generalizing the methods developped for stabilizing the inverted pendulum by random

vibration, it is shown that the double osillator an be stabilized by the same kind of noise

(parametri mean-zero noise) that stabilizes the single osillator.
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Hasselmann's program and the Coupled Lorenz-Maas Model

Yonghui Wu

The feasibility of Hasselmann's program to simplify the deterministi weather-limate dy-

namial system to a stohasti limate model is examined with the Lorenz-Maas model.

It is shown that for the same initial onditions both the statistial limate models and the

stohasti limate models with various invariant measures simulate well the behaviors of

the limate variables of the oupled Lorenz-Maas model within the time interval ompa-

rable to the timesale ratio of limate to weather. We show further that for the long-time

asymptoti behavior study Hasselmann's stohasti limate model is more useful than the

statistial limate model in the sense that both the ow patterns of the limate variables

and the power spetral density obtained by Hasselmann's stohasti limate model resem-

ble the whole one muh better than those of the statistial limate model. Moreover, there

exist ases in whih the long-time asymptoti behavior of the oupled Lorenz-Maas model

an be reprodued by Hasselmann's stohasti limate model while it fails with the sta-

tistial limate model. Therefore, we argue here that Hasselmann's program with minor

modi�ations works well in the simpli�ation of the oupled Lorenz-Maas model, and it is

expeted that Hasselmann's approah ould arry over to more general limate models.

Edited by Edwin Kreuzer
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